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We show that certain problems involving sparse polynomials with integer coefficients 
are at least as hard as any problem in NP. These problems include determining the degree 
of the least common multiple of a set of such polynomials, and related problems. The 
proofs make use of a homomorphism from Boolean expressions over the predicate symbols 
(P1 ,..-, P-) onto divisors of the polynomial xN - 1, where N is the product of the first n 
primes. Various combinatorial and number  theoretic applications are also presented. 
Two classes of problems have received much attention recently [1-3]. They are the 
class P of problems olvable in polynomial time by a deterministic Turing machine and 
the class NP of problems olvable in polynomial time by a nondeterministic Turing 
machine. It is not known whether P ~ NP. The class NI" contains many interesting 
combinatorial problems for which no algorithm of less than exponential time is currently 
known. In this paper we present new results concerning the reducibility of problems 
in NP to other problems. 
We say a problem PI is polynomial reducible to a problem P2 if there is an algorithm for 
solving P1 that spends all but a polynomial amount of its time solving instances of P2. 
Also, the number of instances of P2 solved must be polynomial in the length of the input. 
Note that if P2 is in the class P, so is P1. Define NPR to be the class of problems to which 
any problem in NP is polynomial reducible. Thus, NPR is the set of NP-hard problems. 
Note that P -- NP  if any element of NPR is in P. 
We show that certain problems involving complex polynomials are in the class NPR.  
It is not known whether these problems are in the class NP. To show that a problem P1 
is in NPR,  we show that the tautology detection problem Taut is polynomial reducible 
to P1. It is well known that any element of NP is polynomial reducible to Taut. In this 
way we show that the following problems are in NPR.  (Assume that all polynomials 
mentioned below are sparse complex polynomials of one variable with real integer 
coefficients. A sparse polynomial is a polynomial represented in such a way that terms 
with coefficients of zero are omitted.) 
P1. Given a finite set of polynomials, to determine 
(a) Its least common multiple (lcm). 
(b) The degree of its least common multiple. 
(c) Whether the lcm is equal to a specific polynomial. 
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(d) Whether the degree of the lcm is equal to a specific integer. 
(e) Similar to (a) through (d) but for the greatest common divisor instead of the 
least common multiple. 
Each of Pl(a) ..... Pl(e) is in NPR. 







Determining the number of distinct (complex) zeros of a product of polynomials. 
Determining if the number of distinct zeros of a product of polynomials is 
a specific integer. 
P5. Determining if p(z)/q(z) is analytic, where p is a product of finitely many 
polynomials and q is a polynomial. 
1'6. Determining if an exponential expression of integers is a factor of another such 
expression. An exponential expression of integers is an arithmetic expression formed from 
nonnegative integers and the binary operations ~-, --,  *, and ** denoting addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and cxponentiation, respectively. We represent integers in 
binary, and prohibit the use of subtraction inside exponents. 
In addition, we present an inference rule that can decide that unstatisfiability of a set 
of k ground clauses in k - -  1 steps. Fach step involves taking the least common multiple 
of two polynomials. However, the steps may take exponential time. Various number- 
theoretic questions related to the above problems are also presented. 
We now present he tautology, detection problem and show how it can be related to 
the above problems. 
TAUTOLOGY DETECTION 
The symbols P1, P2,..., Pn will be called predicate symbols. A literal is an expression 
of the form Pj or ~Pj  for 1 ~ j ~ n. A literal of form I~j is said to be positive and one 
of form ~Pj  is said to be negative. Also, the literals Pj and -~Pj are called complements 
of one another. We often write the complement of a literal L as/7.. 
A well-formed formula (wff) of the propositional calculus is an expression built up 
from predicate symbols, the binary connectives ^ and v, and the unary connective -7. 
These connectives represent conjunction, disjunction, and negation, respectively. 
Let .W be the set {Pj: i <~ j <~ n} v) { ;Pj: 1 <~ j <~ n}. A ~ff over o.W is a well-formed 
formula W of the propositional calculus such that the only predicate symbols in W are 
in 5r Henceforth assume that all well-formed formulas are over ~.  
An interpretation is a set I of literals of cj. such that for all j, 1 ~ j ~ n, exactly one 
element of {Pj, Pj} is in I. The set of all such interpretations will be denoted by J .  






a wff W, we define W(I), the value of W in interpretation I, as follows: 
If W is a literal, then W(I) is true if W c I otherwise W(I) is false. 
(Wi v W2)(I)is WI(I)v W2(1). 
(W1 ^ W2)( I ) is  Wl ( I )^  W2(/). 
(~,W)( I )  is -n(W(1)). 
(Here the connectives ^, v, and ~ are interpreted in the usual way as functions from 
{TRUE, FALSE} z: to {TRUE, FALSE} for appropriate k.) Note that we consider a 
wff W as a predicate on interpretations. 
Given a wff W, define support(W) to be {I: W(I) -~ TRUE}. We say W is valid if 
support(W) = .,r and W is invalid otherwise. A valid wff is also called a tautology. We 
say W is satisfiable if support (W) ~/ ~ and W is unsatisfiable otherwise. Also, W1 -~ /472 
iff support(Wl) : support(W2) and W1 D W2 iff support(W1) C support(W2). In 
addition, support (~W)  = J - -  support(W) and support(W1 ^ W2) = support(Wl) 
support(Iu and support(Wl v W2) --  support(W1) t3 support(W2). 
The satisfiability problem, is to determine whether a wff is satisfiable. This problem 
is known to be Nl'-complete. It is also known [3] that the satisfiability problem is poly- 
nomial reducible to the problem of determining satisfiability of wits of the form 
C1 ^ C2 ^ ... ^ Ck 
where each Cj is a disjunction of three literals. For simplicity we identify the clause 
L1 v L2 v L3 with the set {L1, L2, L3} and we identify the wff C1 h "'" ^  Ck with the set 
S = {CI,..., Ck}. We may assume that none of the C)" are tautologies. That is, for no Cj 
does there exist literal L such that L ~ Cj and L ~ Cj.  
ROOTS OF UNITY 
We now construct correspondences between wffs over ~,  sets of roots of unity, and 
sparse complex polynomials with integer coefficients. These correspondences are actually 
homomorphisms of algebras. 
n Let N be 1-[~-1P~ where p~ is the jth prime. Note that p~ is O( j  log j) and so the length 
(logarithm) of N is polynomial in n. Also, N may be computed in time polynomial in n. 
Let ~. be {wJ: j :  : 1,2,... ,N} where w : e ~i1~/~. Thus 5~is the set of Nth roots of 
unity. Associate an interpretation J ( z )  with each z E R as follows: 
J (w  a) = {Pj: a -=- 0 (rood p~-)} U {/sj: a -~- 0 (rood pj)}. 
Let gA(I) be {z ~_ GA: J ( z )  =-:/}. Thus ~( / )  is the set of Nth roots of unity whose inter- 
pretation is I. Note that {~(I): I ~ J}  is a partition of ~ into 2 ~ nonempty subsets. 
For wff W, let u~'(W) be k3 {,~ I c support(W)}. Thus ~(W)  represents the inter- 
pretations making W true. Note that ~(W1  ^  W2)=~(Wl )~(W2)  and 
.~(W1 v W2) ~ ~(W1) k3 ~(W2) and ,~(~W)  -- ~ --  ~(W).  Mso, ~(W)  - - ~ iff 
W is inconsistent and ~,~(W) = aj iff W is a tautology. 
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COMPLEX POLYNOMIALS 
Now we present a correspondence b tween complex polynomials and sets of complex 
numbers.  
For R C f~, let Poly(R) be p(z) = 1-Ir~R (z -- r). For polynomial p(z), let roots (p) 
be {z: p(z) = 0}. Note that poly(~ = z N - -  1. 
Let gcd(p l ,p2)  be the greatest common divisor of two polynomials p l  and p2. Let 
lcm(pl ,  p2) be the least common multiple o fp l  and p2. Note that roots (ged(pl ,p2))  ,= 
roots(pl)  C~ roots(p2) and roots((z N --  1)/p(z)) --- ~ - roots(p) if p is a factor of z N - -  1. 
We now define a correspondence b tween wffs over ~ and complex polynomials. Given 
wff W over dgf, let Poly(W) be Poly(~(W)).  For interpretation I, let /-'1 be Poly(~(I)),  
which is Poly(~Ld ~(I ,))  or gedr.~l Poly(L). 
Note that Poly(W) - -  1-[ {P~: I c- support(IV)}. Also, Poly(Wl  ^  W2) == gcd(Poly(W1 ),
Poly(W2)), Poly(W1 v w2) = icm(Poly(Wl), Poly(W2)), and Poly(-nW) = ((z u - 1)/ 
Poly(W)). 
For clause C e S let Pc be an abbreviation for Poly(C). Let Qc be (z N - -  1)/Pc(z ). 
Then Qc = I-I {/ ' I  : 1 r support(C)}. Thus Qc represents he set of interpretations making 
C false. Note that Pc" -: l cm{Po ly (L ) :LeC} and ~)c- -gcd{Po ly (L ) :LeC}.  Also, 
Qc = Po ly(~C) .  In addition, l-[c~s Qc = 1-It~ PT~ where at is the number of clauses 
in S that are false in I. 
REDUCIBILITY 
It is now easy to verify tile following assertions. (Recall that we say S is inconsistent iff 
CI ^ ... ^ Ck is inconsistent.) 
I. Icm(Qcl ..... Qc'k) = : zN - -  1 iff S is inconsistent. 
2. The degree of lcm(Qcl .... , Qck) is N iff S is inconsistent. 
3. gcd(Pcl  ,..., Pck) = 1 i.e., any constant function) iff S is inconsistent. 
4. The degree of gcd(Pcl, . . . ,  Pck) is 0 iff S is inconsistent. 
5. z ~ - -  1 is a factor of l-L QcJ iff S is inconsistent. 
6. 1-I~ QcJ has N distinct zeroes in the complex plane iff S is inconsistent. 
7. S is inconsistent iff for all primes p,,,, 1 <~ m .~ n, the number of distinct zeros 
of 1-It Qc~ is divisible by p~.  
(The point of this is to show that the problem of determining if I-I QcJ has a number of 
distinct zeroes which is a multiple of a "small" prime, is in NPR.)  
8. (]-lj Qc/z ) ) / (  zN - 1) is analytic iff S is inconsistent. 
One way of determining if S is inconsistent, hen, is to construct he polynomials PcJ 
or Qc~ and to determine whether or not these polynomials have one of the above proper- 
ties. Hence we have reduced the inconsistency problem to the problems PI through P5 
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stated earlier, assuming that the PcJ and Qc~ have real integer coefficients. In order to 
show that PI through P5 are in NPR,  we need only show the following. 
R1. The Qc~ and Pc~ may be expressed as polynomials with integer coefficients. 
R2. The length of the Qc~ and Pc~, when expressed as sparse polynomials, is 
polynomial in k, the number of clauses. 
R3. The representation ofQcJ and PcJ as sparse polynomials may bc computed in 
time polynomial in k. 
Before showing that these statements are true, we give explicit formulas for represen- 
tative Pci and Qc~. Later we will present iontities that may be used to obtain these 
formulas. (Let g be PlP~Pa) 
Poly(P1 ^  P2 ^ P3) = ZN/g -- 1, 
Poly(P1 v P2 v P3) =-: (Z u -- I)/(Z N/'J - -  1), 
Poly(P1 ^  1"2 n P3) =- (ZN/*~v3-- 1)/(ZN/~ - 1), 
Poly(Pl v/52 v P3) = (Z n -  1)(Z u/g --  1)/(ZN/P~r, -- 1), 
Poly(P1 A P2 ^ P3) : (Zn/~3-- 1)(Zn/~ -- 1) 
(ZN/r. . '~- 1)(ZN/~,'~ - 1) '  
Poly(P1 v P2 v/53) = (Zn- -  1)(ZN/P~"~"- 1)(ZN/'~"--_1) 
(ZN/Pa-  1)(Z NN -- 1) 
I'oly(ffl  ^  P2 ^/53) :  (Z(zN/~,I)(ZN/~"~ 1)(Z N ~,~, -  1)(Z N ",~,~ -- 1) 
- 1 ) (ZU/ '~-  1)(ZN/~,~-- I)(ZN/~ - -1 )  ' 
Poly(P1 v P2 v P3) -- (ZN/~ --  1)(ZN/~' - -  1)(ZN/~ --- I)(ZN/~ -- 1) 
(z~/~?~.-- 1)(z,,/~.~.- 1)(z~/~,~.- l) 
Now we proceed to show RI, R2, and R3. 
TItE FORM OF T I lE  QC AND Pc 
We could show R1 directly, but we choose an indirect approach in order to illustrate 
some important points. Namely, we show that for all /E  ,~, Pr is a complex polynomial 
with integer coefficients. This implies R1 since 
and 
Pc~ = r I  {Pi : i ~ support(Cj)} 
QcJ = 1-[ {PI : 1 r support(Cj)}. 
Let the positive index of an interpretation I be 1-I {P~: PJ ~ 1} and let the negative index 
be H {P~: Pj El}. Similarly, for a clause C let the positive index be ]-[ {p~: Pj ~ C} and 
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let the negative index be [ I  {P /P J  c C}. Thus these indices are products of primes 
representing the positive or negative literals in the interpretation or clause. 
Suppose 1 is an interpretation with negative index g. It turns out that PI is the gth 
cyclotomic polynomial, and such polynomials are known to have real integer coefficients 
[4 p. 552]. We will show this by the following argument. 
Recall that PI is Poly(~(I)), which is Poly((~L d ~(L)) or gcdL~t(Poly(L)). Also, 
Poly(Pm) ,--l-I {(z -w; ) :  1 ~ j ~< N, j - :  0 (mod p,,)} 
: : Z N lpm - -  1 
for l -~ m ~ n. Also, 
rr, - "1  
Poiy(Pm) = (z 'x' --  1)/(z ';/~'"- 1) =~ ~ z)~'/~,, 
J=0 
for 1 ~ m ~ n. Let I !  be the set of positive literals in I and let 12 be the set of negative 
literals in I. Then 
PI = gcd(gcd{Poly(L): L c= II}, gcd{Poly(L): L ~ 12}). 
Also, gcd{Poly(L): L ~_ 11} is z N/~ -- l, where g is the positive index of I. Let N '  bc N/g. 
Then wc have 
PI : gcd( zN' --  1, gcd{Poly(L): L eI2}) 
= gcd{gcd(z N" --  l, Poly(L)): L e I2}. 
Now, each Poly(L) for L ~ I2  is of thc form (z g .... l)/(z N/*~ . . . .  l). Also, wc have that 
z N-  1 
gcd( zN'--- I'zNI',,~ -1)  
. ,N"  1 
z N'/v-, --  1 
if p~,, is not a factor ofg. Therefore 
"f zN' 1 :Pmcl2t't l ' r  :gcd~zN~7~',;,- 1 
SO 
] )1  : 
.g .N '  1 
lcm{z u'/v,- --  1 : i 'm ~I2} " 
It is easy to compute greatest common divisors of polynomials of the form z x'/v", - -  1, 
but least common multiples are harder to compute. However, the following formula 
expresses the least common multiple of a set of polynomials in terms of greatest common 
divisors of various subsets: 
l-[{gcd(V): VC U, '~ V! is odd} 
lcm(U) F[{gcd(V) : VC U, I VI is even, V =r ~} (LI) 
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where V is a set of polynomials and ' V ' is the number of elements of V. This formula 
may be obtained by a kind of principle of inclusion and exclusion. From this formula we 
obtain that 
lcm{z N'/p . . . .  1 : -Pm ~ 12} 
]--[{zN'/nr-- 1 : Y C {pm : Pm~12},  ] Y[ is odd} 
[1{# v'/rrr --  1 : Y C {p,~ : Pm c 12}, [ Y[ is even, Y -# ~} 
since ged(z bl - -  1, z b2 - -  !) :-~ z b - - I for b ~-~ gcd(bl, b2). I tence / ' I  is 
(z N ' -  1)l-l{zU'/R ~-  1 : Y : /  ~3, [Y [even ,  YC{pm:Pmc12}} 
]-I{zN'/R r - - -  1 : I Y [ odd, Y C i Pro: Pm ~ 12}} - -" 
The numerator and denominator are both products of polynomials of the form z b - - 1 
for integer exponent b. The ordinary polynomial division algorithm, therefore, will yield 
an answer that has real integer coefficients. Note that z N --- 1 -- H1~r Pt .  Also note 
that the degree of PI  is H {P~ - 1 : Pj  ~ I}. In particular, the degree of Pr for the all- 
positive interpretation I is 1, and PI is z - -  1 in this case. 
THE LENGTH OF TIIE Qc AND Pc  
We have shown R1 above. We now show R2, that the length of the Qc5 and Pcs when 
expressed as sparse polynomials is polynomial in n. We represent integers in binary or 
decimal notation so that the length of the representation f an integer j is proportional 
to log(j). We represent the sparse polynomial ~ a~zJ by the sequence 
(ajo , Jo), (as1, J,),..., (aj~ , j~) 
where {Jo,./'l ..... j~} is the set of exponents of nonzero coefficients in ~ ajz ~. We must 
show that the length of the exponents, the length of the nonzero coefficients, and the 
number of nonzero coefficients are all polynomial in h (or in n since n ~ 3k). 
The exponents are all less than N, and we know that log N is polynomial in n. This is 
true because pj is O( j  log j )  so log(N) is O(Z j~ j log j )  which is O(n 2 log n). 
There are less than p,a nonzero terms in Pc~ and Qc~ by the following argument. 
Given a literal L and an integer b, define Poly(~)(L) to be the polynomial such that 
Poly~bi(L )(z b) --= Poly(L)(z) 
if its exists. Thus Poly(b)(L) is obtained from Poly(L) by dividing all exponents by b. For a 
clause C, define P~) and Q~) similarly, if they exist. Then we have that 
P~) : : lcm{Poly(O)(L): L ~ C} 
and 
Q~) - gcd{Poly(~)(L) : L ~ C} 
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if b =- N/g where g is the product of the positive and negative indices of C. (Let us call g 
the total index of C.) Since all of the PolyCb)(L) are factors of z g --- l, it follows that P~) 
is also, and hence has degree not more than g. Therefore Pc has not more than g [- l 
nonzero coefficients. Also, the Poly(b)(/,) all have degree less than g, for L ~ C, and so 
Q~) also has degree less than g. Therefore Qc has not more than g nonzero coetticients. 
But g is the product of three primes in the set {Pl ,---, P~} and hence is O(nZ(log n)a). 
The coefficients of Qc and Pc are not "too big," it turns out. A slightly tedious com- 
putation shows that all coefficients of Qc and Pc are 0, +1,  or --1 except for two cases, 
namely, Pc" and Qc for all-positive clauses C. We can show that the absolute values of 
the coefficients of Pc and Qc are O(p,). A much better bound may exist. However, it is 
known that the 105th cyclotomic polynomial has a coefficient of - -2 (see [4, p. 553]). 
Therefore, it is not true that the coefficients of Qc are always 0, 1, or --1. In any event, 
the length of the coefficients i  O(log n). 
The method used to estimate the sizes of the coefficients is as follows: Each of the 
explicit formulas for Poly(C) and Po ly (~C)  are treated separately. First, divisions of the 
form (z a - 1)/(z ~ - -  1) are carried out when possible, i.e., when a is a multiple of b. 
Then, polynomials of the form z ~ - -  1 in the denominator are expanded in infinite power 
series. We thus obtain a product of finite and possibly infinite power series. We know that 
negative powers of z in the product will all have coefficients of zero, and so we estimate 
the sizes of the coefficients of the nonnegafive powers of z. This is done by observing 
which combinations of terms from the various power series can possibly contribute to a 
given term in the product. 
The total length of the representation f Qc or Pc is therefore 
O(nZ(log n)Z[log n -t- n z log n]) 
which is O(nS(log n)4), still polynomial in n. Hence R2 is true. 
COMPUTING QC AND Pc 
Finally, R3 is true since we can compute P~I and Q~9 in time polynomial in n using the 
Euclidean greatest common divisor algorithm; or else we can do polynomial multiplica- 
tions and divisions using explicit formulas for P~ and Q~) of the form z ~ - - 1 for integer 
a. Such explicit formulae have been given above for representative Pc" and Qc 9 
COMMENTS 
W'e have shown that RI, R2, and R3 are true, which implies that Pl through P5 are 
all in NPR. Next we show that P6 is in NPR. But first we make some comments. 
AN INFERENCE SYSTEM 
Note that it is possible to determine if a set S of clauses is inconsistent by computing 
lcm{Q c : C c S}. The set is inconsistent iff lcm{Q c : C ~_ S} equals z N - -  I. This gives an 
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"inference rule" for determining inconsistency of k clauses in k --  1 steps. Each step 
involves taking the least common multiple of two sparse polynomials with integer coeffi- 
cients. Similarly, one may decide whether a wff W containing binary connectives such 
as ^ , v, and -~ is a tautology by computing Poly(W) and seeing if Poly(W) is z N --  1. 
This involves a number of inference steps linear in the size of W. Each inference step 
involves taking the least common multiple, the greatest common divisor, or the quotient 
of two sparse polynomials. 
INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION 
There are some interesting mathematical identities related to P1 part (b), deter- 
mining the degree of the least common multiple of a set of polynomials. Recall that a set S 
of clauses is inconsistent iff lcm{Qc(z): C e S} has degree N. Applying the formula Li 
given above, we obtain that lcm{Qc(z): C ~_ S} is 
which equals 
l-I{gcd{Poly( -, C) : C e V} : V C S, I V I odd} 
[~{gcd{Poly( ~ C) :  C e V} : V C S, I V I even, V /: ;g } 
1-[{gcd{l'oly(L) : L ~ U V} : V C S, ] V I odd} 
H{gcd{Poly(L) : L e U V} : V C S, I v I even, V # ~} 
Therefore the degree of lcm{Qc(z): C c~ S} is 
where 
7t 
Z (_l)'V I]f~(v) 
VCS j=l 
L.(v) -= o i f  p/~ U v and Pje U v, 
L - (V)  :-: 1 i f  PjCUVandPjeUV, 
f~(v)=pj-1 i f  vjcUVandPjCUV, 
f,(V)-=pj if PjCUVandPj(~U V. 
(Note that U {Cl ..... Cj} is Cl u C2 u ... w Cj.) 
Perhaps this sum can be evaluated using modular arithmetic. Also, there are various 
recursive approaches to evaluating this sum, as follows: 
Let F(V) be (--  1 )I v: 1-i;.~=1 h(V)- For ,4 a subset of { 1, 2,..., n}, let FA(V) be (-- 1)1Vl 
I-[~afj(V), and let Lit(.4) be {Pi: iE -4} U {Pi: iEA}. Then if .41 and A2 are disjoint 
subsets of {1,2 ..... n} and "41 u A2 = {1, 2 ..... n}, and if U V1 C Lit('41) and U V2 C 
Lit(A2), then 
F(Vl u V2) = FAI(V1)*FA2(V2). 
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Furthermore, if we let E(S) be --]~vcs v:~ ~ F( V),andif welct EA(S)be - -Zvcsv .~,  Fa(V) 
for g such that 1) V C Lit(A), and if we let Na be l-I {P~: i 9 A} then 
E(S1 k.J S2) = NAt * Ea2(S2) + NA2 * EAI(SI) 
- -  EA~(S1) * Ea2(S2) 
iffl_l and A2 are as above and U S1 C Lit(A1) and (J $2 C Lit(A2). However, interesting 
though these identities may be, there does not appear to be any way to use them to obtain 
an efficient algorithm for computing the degree of lcm{Qc: C a 9 S}. 
A RELATED IDENTITY 
We now present a related identity. Let us say that a set d/d of literals is complemented 
if for someL 9 d~i', E is also in dr .  Let us say a set d /o f  literals is uncomplemented otherwise. 
Then if S is a set of clauses over n literals, the number of interpretations that make some 
element of S false is 
9 l(-1)tv  2!Uvi: V C S, V / c~, V uncomplementcd 
by the principle of inclusion and exclusion. Hence S is inconsistent iff 
(--1) := ~ l(--l)lVl 1 1 21Uvr: VC S, V ~ ~,  Vuncomplemented . 
Let Aj  be the number of nonempty uncomplemented subsets V of S such that ] V] 
is even and f [3 V I = j- Let Bj  be the number of nonempty uncomplemented subsets V 
of S such that I V ! is odd and ~ () V =--- j. Then S is inconsistent iff 
l 
j=,l 
Therefore the problem of computing the Aj  and Bj  is in NPR.  
INTEGER DIVISIBILITY 
We now show that P6 is in NPR.  Notice that if S is inconsistent then z ~ - -  1 divides 
I]c'~s Qc(z)  9 Hence for all integers a, a N 1 divides 1-Ices Qc(a). The question arises 
whether the convcrse is true. Namely, if w "J - 1 divides l-Ic~-s Qc(a) for all integers a, is 
S inconsistent ? We will show that this is true. Even more, S is inconsistent iff a N -- 1 
divides I-[c~-s Qc(a) for any particular a such that a ) 4kp~ k. It could be that a much 
better bound for the integer a exists. 
Let r~(Z) be the remainder when l - Ices Qc(z) is divided by z N - 1. That is, for some 
polynomial q.~(z), l- ices Qc(z) - : qs(z)( zN - 1) ] r~(z), where rs(Z ) is of degree less 
57I,;*4/z-5 
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than N.  Since r~(z) has degree less than N, it follows that r~(a) < a N - -  1 for any suffi- 
ciently large integer a. Also, r~(z) has only finitely many zeros, so r~(a) > 0 for any 
sufficiently large integer a, unless r~(z) is identical ly zero. Hence for sufficiently large a, 
a N - -  1 divides l- Ices Qc(a) iff rs(z ) is identical ly zero. But r.~(z) is identical ly zero iff S 
is inconsistent. I Ience for sufficiently large a, a N - -  1 divides l-Ic~s Qc(a) iff S is incon- 
sistent. 
ESTABL IS I I ING A BOUND 
Alct~tX: a N We now show that for all a >~ _ ~,  - -  1 divides ~Ic~s Qc(a) iff S is inconsistent. 
We do this by bounding II r,(z)L where :r p(Z)i is just the sum of the absolute values of the 
coefficients ofp.  That  is, 
!1 E a~zJ i : E aj [. 
) J 
The following propert ies of 11 " 11 enables us to do this: 
': p(z) 9 q(z)!i ~ II p(z)i: 9 ~ ~(z),l, B1. 
I p(z) r degree(p)  
B2. 
I: . . . .  z~b-  1 ! =b 113. 
z~- I  l, 
I p(z)* <~ II p(z)! i  9 I z I~e~ e~*~ if l z I ) 1. B4. 
p(z) ~ 0 if ]z I >/'IPH, I~1 ~ 1, and p(z) is not identically zero. B5. 
I fp (z )  = (z b - 1) q(z) -~- r(z) and degree (r) < b, then l'~ r(z)!i <~ il P(z)!i. B6. 
Using B2 and B3, we can bound I Qc(Z)h for C~ S. Using BI,  we can bound 
!l l-[ccs Qc(z)l :. Then using B6, we can bound iI rc(Z)i. Using B4 and B5, we can show 
that r,(a) < a s -- ~ and r~(a) > 0 for a ~> 4kp~ k and for r~(z) not identical ly zero. Th is  
gives the desired result. The result is obtained by showing that i Qc(Z)il < 4P,, ~ and so 
]l [Ices Qc(z)!] < 4kP~ '~ and so II r~(z)ll < 4ep~! . 
We now have that P6 is also in NPR,  since (4kp~k) N - -  1 divides YIc~s Qc(4~P~e) iff 
S is inconsistent. This  raises some interesting questions. 
OTI IE I I  QUEST IONS 
Let  As  be the set of integers a such that a N --- 1 divides 1-Ices (_..)c(a) iff S is inconsistent, 
for all sets S of clauses over the predicate symbols {Pj: 1 ~ j ~-~ n}. Let B ..... be the set 
of integers a such that a N - -  1 divides YIcEs Qc(a) iff S is inconsistent, for all sets S of m 
clauses over the predicate symbols {Pj: 1 <~ j <~ n}. We know that A n and B . . . .  include 
almost all integers, but  what else can be said about them ? Also, Iet A . '  be the set of 
POLYNOMIAl. REDUCIBILITY 22I 
integers a such that for all interpretations I1 a.#', some prime p divides Pzl(a) but does 
not divide P12(a) for any 12 ~ ~J distinct from I1. We know that A s' C _//., but is _d~' 
equal to A~ for all n ? What is the structure of the sets X~' ? In particular, we might be 
interested if small integers were in -//n or B ...... for large n and m. Also, if we choose some 
set of primes other than {Pl , Pz .... , p,,}, how does this affect things ? 
CONCLUSION 
This concludes the discussion of reducibilities of problems in NP to problems involving 
sparse complex polynomials with integer coefficients. If the result P 4: NP  can be shown, 
then it follows that any algorithm to solve any of P1 through P6 cannot run in polynomial 
time. Also, a polynomial time algorithm to solve any of P I  through P6 would imply 
that P - NP.  
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